
GREENFIELD WATER POOL VORTEXER 

Benefits

• Use of chemicals reduction by 30% 
• Improved pump performance 
• Lowers pump operating pressure
• Less filter maintenance 
• Pool coping stays cleaner 
• Chlorine odor reduction in pool area and from towels 

and bathing suits
• Annoying effects of chemicals on body mitigated 
• Overall more enjoyable swimming experience

The Powerful Influence of Vortex Actions

The Pool Vortexer consists of two flow through tubes 
containing multiple rows of triangular set glass spheres 
providing the water with a natural vortex action as is found in nature. It is designed to be 
installed into the recirculating loop of a standard swimming pool pump system facilitating a 
continual vortex action which creates thinner water, reducing friction, improving filtration, 
breaking down scum and contaminants while also correcting malformation resulting in a more 
naturally configured chlorine molecule.

No-Loss Mineral Frequency Infusion 

Your water enhancement unit also contains sealed PVC wrap-around canisters filled with an 
aqueous crystalline solution specifically formulated for optimal frequency emissions which will 
enhance the cleansing effect of your water. Through our research we have found that these 
minerals and elements do not need to come in contact with the water to positively affect the 
water. Just passing by in close proximity imparts their specific elemental and mineral frequencies 
into the water. In the natural water purification cycle minerals and elements contribute to the 
cleansing of water. This structuring device never needs replacement of the minerals or contents.



Biomimicry 

Greenfield Water originally started out to develop a water enhancement device that did not need 
constant replacement of parts and that would mimic the water purification process found in 
nature to the highest degree. The Water Enhancement products of Greenfield Naturals are all 
designed around the concept of biomimicry. We have intentionally stayed away from any kind of 
a non-natural enhancement ingredient or the need to replace filters or parts at periodic intervals 
with this unit. We have designed our products to mimic nature to the highest degree possible. 

Installation Instructions 

The Greenfield Water Pool Vortexer is designed to be installed into the recirculating loop of a 
standard size swimming pool pump system using 2” PVC pipe. The unit is bidirectional and may 
be installed with water flowing in either direction. It is designed for easy installation into your 
pool’s recirculation system.  Be sure to prime each fitting before welding together with PVC 
glue. These instructions are per typical plumbing methods. Actual Installations must be adapted 
to individual requirements and regional codes. We have made every effort to ensure accuracy and 
reliability of the information, instructions, and directions. However, neither the dealer nor the 
manufacturer will accept responsibility for misinterpretation of the directions or human error. 

1. Turn off your pool pump. 
2. Locate the unit anywhere within your recirculation line where there is adequate length of line 

to insert the unit. 
3. Cut out a section of pipe from your system allowing for a connection using PVC Schedule 

40 Union Couplers on each end or directly gluing pipe into each slip end. 
4. Once installed your POOL VORTEXER will provide you with many years of faithful service 

without additional expense, parts replacement or filter changes. 

Warranty 

Your Water Enhancement unit will never require changing filters and has no moving parts to 
wear out. Your Water Enhancement unit is backed by a 90 day, 100% unconditional, money back 
guarantee and comes with a 1-year replacement warranty. This product should last the lifetime of 
the pool onto which it is installed. 

For tech support or questions: Text 208-462-0626 

Greenfield Water 1277 Saddle Ridge Rd Viola, Idaho 83872


